A call to Amhara youth to boycott the OPDO rotten apple Abey Ahmed

Now, I proved you all wrong that the pro Abey groups the Diaspora opposition columnists that this guy by the name Abey from the Oromo OPDO is nothing, but a rotten apple not better than the rest of the rotten apples of the Fascistic system.

Now, you have seen him and heard him praising the most anti Ethiopia and human right abuser and hateful fascist Meles Zenawi as “hero”. All those noisy Diaspora columnists who bothered our ear for the last one month or so with their noisy slogan referring him as “BETRE MUSE” or Ethiopian Moses” is now exposed for good. I proved you wrong when I told you all that Abey is nothing but TPLF stooge. You can read my critique A Rotten Apple, Plus a Rotten Apple, plus a Rotten Apple---You may continue Adding Up...... ሁጋዊ ያስና ነገር (Editor Ethiopian Semay). Now, hopefully it is clear who this guy is after he visited his bosses’ home base Tigray/MeKelle.

Until, I come with new critique about his ignorance and opportunists character for praising the anti Ethiopian guerrilla and their leader Meles Zenawi as hero- , for now, I am passing this message to Gonder, Bahrdar, Wollo and Shewa youngsters to boycott Abey’s visitation to the Amhara areas. He is the most dangerous stooge who probably might even be CIA requited. Boycott him! He does not deserve to be there.

ቁለጠችው ነገር (Ethiopian Semay)